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	textB_02_descripmobile: MOVING PARTJust like a rocking chair, this part oscillates freely in relation to the pendulum’s frame through a pivot. It holds the internal electrode of the DCS, the two mechanisms (TCDM & BM) and the coils of the feedback loop actuator.
	textB_03_descrippivot: PIVOTBy allowing the moving part of the pendulum to swing with respect to the frame, the pivot is an essential component of the VBB pendulum. This complex and fragile device uses 20 flexible strips made of a copper-beryllium alloy that allow very slight movements along a virtual axis of rotation when they bend. The degree of freedom of the moving part with respect to the fixed part is minimal (the displacement cannot exceed 50 microns). An ingenious mechanical end stop system has also been designed to avoid any risk of the strips being deformed or even breaking due to vibrations or bumps during the launch and landing.
	textB_05_descripbm: BALANCING MECHANISM (BM)Mounted behind the moving part, the balancing mechanism comprises a 50-gramme motorised mass. It is used to adjust the pendulum’s equilibrium position extremely precisely and fine-tune it to Martian gravity at the landing site. 
	textB_04_descripressort: SPRINGMade out of Thermelast, a material resistant to temperature changes, the lamellar spring links the moving part to the fixed part of the VBB sensors. The spring is crucial to the pendulum’s balance and allows it to pick up the smallest vibrations on Mars. The disadvantage of the spring’s insensitivity to temperature is its increased sensitivity to magnetic fields.The InSight probe is therefore also flying a magnetometer, so that any interference caused by local magnetic perturbations may be removed from the seismometer’s signals.
	textB_07_descripdcs: DIFFERENTIAL CAPACITIVE SENSOR (DCS)The DCS electronically measures the slightest displacement of the moving part with respect to the fixed part (a movement caused by ground displacements amplified by the pendulum’s mechanical suspension). The DCS is composed of a pair of ceramic electrodes attached to the fixed frame (external electrodes), one on either side of a two-sided central electrode attached to the moving part. It works by measuring the capacitance (i.e. the number of electrical charges) between the central moving electrode and the two fixed external electrodes.It is incredibly precise. The VBB pendulums depend on the DCS to detect displacements of the Martian ground of less than the size of one hydrogen atom.
	textB_06_descriptcdm: THERMAL COMPENSATION DEVICE MECHANISM (TCDM)Attached to the moving part, the TCDM is an ingenious mechanism used to minimise the effect of the very wide temperature variations on Mars directly at sensor level.It is a completely passive mechanism based on the very slight shift in the pendulum’s centre of gravity depending on temperature. Each pendulum has an optimal TCDM position, where it can counter temperature variations the most efficiently. There is no TCDM on Earth-based seismometers: this device has been specially designed for Mars.
	textB_08_descripcontre: FEEDBACK SYSTEMThe pendulums are fitted with a feedback control system to improve their performance and optimise their operation on Mars. This actuator is composed of a magnet surrounded by copper coils. The information from the DCS is used to generate electrical currents in the coils. By interacting with the magnetic field created by the magnet, the currents create a force that will bring the pendulum’s moving mass back to its central position. The value of the currents injected into the coils constitutes the signal actually measured by the SEIS seismometer.
	textA_00_intro: FULLY ANIMATED SEQUENCESThis animation of the VBB pendulums in the SEIS seismometer on board InSight shows how two fundamental mechanisms work: the balancing mechanism (BM), used to adjust each pendulum’s equilibrium position; and the thermal compensation device mechanism (TCDM), used to dampen the inevitable effect of temperature variations on the pendulum. Finally, the result of seismic excitation is also shown (the oscillations of the actual pendulum are invisible to the naked eye, so here they have been greatly exaggerated).
	textA_01_animbm: BALANCING MECHANISM (BM)The BM is used to precisely adjust the equilibrium position of the seismic sensor’s moving part and fine-tune the SEIS seismometer pendulums to Martian gravity at the landing site. The animation shows the motorised movement of the mass (weighing around 50 grammes) along a worm screw, and its effect on the position of the central electrode of the DCS attached to the moving part.
	textA_02_animtcdm: THERMAL COMPENSATION DEVICE MECHANISM (TCDM)Located by the sensor, this mechanism was specially designed for Mars. It is used to counter the effects of the pendulum’s natural sensitivity to temperature. For each sensor, there is a position where the TCDM can optimally minimise the effects of temperature variations on the VBB pendulum structure (particularly the spring and pivot). To find this position, engineers study the reaction of the pendulum to different TCDM positions until they find the optimal one.
	textA_03_animseism: SEISMIC EXCITATIONIn the event of seismic motion, the moving part of the pendulum oscillates around the structure, that itself remains stationary due to the pivot with its flexible strips, and a spring. The displacement is measured extremely precisely by the DCS. In real life, the pivot will not move more than 5 microns. The moving part’s range, which is also minuscule (150 µm) is partly exploited so as to obtain the greatest possible sensitivity. To make the pendulum’s movements following a seismic tremor visible to the naked eye, some of the parts shown here have been deformed and the displacement exaggerated.
	btn_anim_bm: 
	btn_anim_tcdm: 
	animfull: 
	animbm: 
	textB_01_descripfixe: FIXED PARTThe fixed frame is the pendulum’s backbone. Machined in titanium, it is a reference frame designed to remain stationary with respect to the other parts of the pendulum. The frame holds the external electrodes of the differential capacitive sensor (DCS), the numerous mechanical end stops that limit the range of the moving part (and which protect the pendulum against vibrations during launch and landing), one of the spring holders, and finally the magnet of the feedback loop actuator.
	textB_00_intro: COMPLETE PENDULUMThe VBB seismic sensors of the SEIS seismometer are based on the inverted pendulum principle. The inherent instability of this type of pendulum is what makes it more sensitive than a classical pendulum even with lightweight mobile masses, which is a huge advantage in the space sector.The VBB mass only weighs 190 grammes. The VBB pendulums’ power consumption is also very low, yet they are extremely resistant to the hostile conditions found in the space environment.


